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Grandparents & Special Friends Day 
 
I admit, sometimes, I want to forget the thing that I know. 

     Flannery O’Conner 

 

The Man in the Grandmother Suit hurtled along through Philadelphia on Interstate 95, the 

mechanics of his driving impeded by all of the supra-cutaneous, superficially applied, false 

adipose tissue, by the abundant, sagging, artificial mammary glands and a pair of largely 

realistic, sculpted buttocks pads, (finely detailed with cellulite rumple). Peering out from under 

the coarse frosty wig and over the bifocals (his own) perched at the end of his nose, he thought, 

this was really funny, but, he admitted to himself, had to be damn dangerous. The man in the 

Grandmother suit laughed raucously as he weaved in and out of the slower traffic. He was 

overjoyed and running late. He was frightening the more responsible drivers. Under a frock he 

had purchased at the thrift store, (the clerk seemed suspicious of him), silicon inserts jiggled with 

each overwhelming swell of laughter and then settled back to stasis in a most realistic way. 

Weeping with the joy of it, I gotta catch my breath, he was able still to discern and considered 

the issue of safety hazard, decided that the greatest risk was the uncomfortable prominence of the 

butt, the way he perched precariously up on the robust artificial backside, slightly off-balance, 

pressed forward close to the steering column, damn, big and firm, a couple of uneven, lumpy 

foam cushions pushing up under his boney seat. I’ll have to make adjustments, maybe stop at the 

Washington Crossing rest stop. It was worth risking life and limb. There were greater hazards to 

one’s overall health. He couldn’t wait to see the look on the girls’ faces, the way they’d freeze, 

astonished, and his brothers, their wives also, everyone, his four nieces, would laugh like hell for 

all three days of his stay. They’d want to try it on themselves. Their little girl bodies lost in the 

mounds of batting; he could see ahead. He laughed uproariously again. 

 

The joke had been years in the making, had emerged naturally. Today was the apotheosis, the 

glorious, hysterical culmination. The suit was the ultimate, external expression of the subliminal, 

burgeoning idea. It was an idea he’d been able to put on. Wonderful! A testament to how the 

most remarkable, precisely perfected, expertly edited artistry can evolve organically in one’s life. 

Even though it had been the product of his own hands, the suit seemed designed exquisitely by 

some higher power, the big artist under over around it all. The Man in the Grandmother Suit 

would describe himself as impregnated, swollen with joy and hope. 

 

After all of the grandparents had died, the two uncles began attending the annual May Day 

festival at Princeton Day School as “Special Friends.” Was it five – no, six years ago. The 

tradition grew to include the ritual debate about and negotiation over which Uncle had to be the 

Grandmother. It always came around to him. He conceded to being the Grandmother because his 

nose came closest to his chin, and because, according to his nieces, he was more like a girl. At 

the ceremony, he would have the girls laughing up on stage with his Grandmother gesticulations. 

They loved the way he sat with his knees pressed together and his hands folded in the center of 

his lap, the way he mimed dropping his purse, pretended to be flustered, bickered with Uncle 

Peter.  

 

The introduction of a fully conceived Grandmother costume had blossomed as a project one 

evening while watching Mrs. Doubtfire with the four little girls sleeping up against him in 
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various contorted postures. He was absorbed in his work, ignoring the movie, reading and 

making notes, until the costume designers began to build an old woman’s body around the 

woeful desperate father, good-for-nothing, estranged husband-actor. He recognized the man’s 

angst, sympathized, sighed, thinking about the foreclosure, what a failure. 

 

The Man (who would be) in the Grandmother Suit had looked up from his study abruptly, as if 

cued, and was immediately captivated by the process of building a false old woman around a 

fidgety, demonstrative middle-aged man – with the way an entirely different person, opposite 

gender, wholly opposed way of living could be layered on, artificial skin upon skin, un-peeling 

an onion. He was deeply absorbed in the way the comedian’s personality effortlessly permeated 

up through the leaves of the synthetic person; by the way the inner or original self shone right 

through the mix of composite materials, emblazoned itself finally, causal, on the outside. The 

newly contrived body gave the original person a fresh, foliated form of expression. The Man 

(who would be) in the Grandmother Suit of his own contrivance was enthralled by the synergy. 

He felt an insemination. Fixed to the wall of a womb, he began to grow. 

 

The Man (who would be) in The Grandmother Suit subsequently experienced that most delicious 

form of unbridled education. He was brought to and delivered among new ideas. Unimpeded, 

raw knowledge rushed his brain. He broadened his artistry, learned the disciplines of the 

seamstress, the anatomist, the chemist, (the alchemist). He took non-credit sewing, chemistry and 

anatomy classes at the local community college. He acquired a sewing machine second hand at 

the co-op. He purchased Frank H. Netter’s Atlas of Human Anatomy, 3rd Edition and worked 

effortlessly through long days, pouring over the lurid pages, composing and matching his inserts 

to muscle and fascia groups he found exposed to him by the peeled back layers of the cadavers 

pictured in the atlas. He especially relished the moments when he would be moved suddenly to 

stop; when he emerged abruptly from the absorption, and admired the blossoming craftsmanship 

of the suit. He felt possessed by flowers, and by fire.  Working with the elegant older woman at 

the Nordstrom counter, he learned the subtleties of perfume, using body washes and fragrances 

developed for the refined and mature woman to mask the lingering, troublesome plastic smell of 

some of the chemical components. He discovered a certain familiar but uncommon patience, an 

intimate but evasive tenderness – one could call it an artist’s focus, he supposed – some kind of 

loving syncopation, the ability for the brain, marvelous, to claim as its own, to appropriate, to 

persistently slice and filter. My God otherwise I’d be overwhelmed, but to laugh what else was 

more important in life.  

 

And then, the Grandmother Suit was finished. It surprised him, astonished him, when he realized 

it was complete. He lingered with the finished product, admired the way he had sewn the batting 

expertly in segments, the way he had constructed a modular scaffolding of pockets for the gel 

inserts, the way the suit could be easily and quickly broken down and rebuilt. He grew to 

understand the parts personally, immediately discern weight and balance in his hands. He learned 

to swiftly assemble the components into the seamless whole, into a body not like a re-assembled 

corpse, not like the crooked, hacked monster Frankenstein, painful really to watch that movie, 

ugly scars, zippers, the monster ostracized because of the way he had been so crudely fit 

together, a clumsy wretched amalgam, impossible to make himself understood, an innocent 

himself, unaware of his own wrenched-together force, breaks the neck of the little girl, or did she 

drown?, tossed her playfully in the river?, inadvertent, unintentional was the important point, 
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not knowing his own gawky power, forced to flee stiff-legged with those bucket-feet to the 

perimeter of society, to clumsy-scurry, scramble along as an outcast, how pathetic and sad.  His 

was not the desperate product of the lonely madman.  He would use his beautiful suit with all its 

artistry to make everyone laugh.  They would be fascinated and feel tender towards him.  They 

would understand the suit as an intimate expression how much he loved them all.  They would 

embrace what he had accomplished.  

 

This suit, his suit, was not forlorn. This body, his Grandmother body, would fit, and by merging 

with him precisely, would dovetail his entry into society as an entirely different person. He 

would nurture his life as the opposite gender. His judgments would be wiser, informed by his 

older age. He would step back and analyzed his place in this society as part of another 

demographic. He would become a new person; one with distinctive needs and desires, a unique 

perspective and an alternative understanding. He would discern things in a refreshed way. Not 

until he had crafted the final product and pulled it over his head did he begin to really appreciate 

the supreme artistry and import of what he had accomplished. He felt contained lovingly in the 

soft sculpture; he felt his artistry surround and truly permeate his body; he felt separate from and 

integrated into the finished product; he was both the mother and the fetus; he had become the 

work of art. There was some final tweaking he needed to complete: something was poking him 

from under the left breast and an excess of fabric wedged itself uncomfortably between his 

cheeks – but these were minor details.  It was finished. 

 

This was hysterical. He had transformed entirely. Look at that! He was physically inside his own 

living sculpture. Fiction for me is become literal! Look, a figure that is no longer a figurative 

thing! He was yelling out loud, standing in front of the full-length mirror, laughing to tears, I 

don’t believe it! This is thrilling! 

 

The Man in the Grandmother Suit was not typically a person who drove dangerously. He was not 

by nature reckless. But now, emerging out of the north side of Philadelphia on route 95, he had 

pushed the Honda Accord Hybrid up over eighty, weaving from lane to lane. Other drivers 

screamed profanities at him, gestured angrily. He was wholly absorbed in the delightful story 

composed, what in my brain?, no in a big brain, intelligent, beneficent design?, my God this has 

to be bigger than me. He didn’t notice the intense anger swirling in eddies behind him. The 

anatomy of the suit, the script he had written in his mind for the events ahead, the promise of the 

weekend, all that laughter, raced through his brain.  A delicious, roaring stimulant.  

 

The Man In The Grandmother Suit was oblivious and seemed, to The State Trooper that tagged 

his bumper now, as if the driver might be intentionally ignoring the flashing lights and blaring 

siren, might be a felon fleeing, don’t recognize any headphones, no cell phone on there I can see, 

doesn’t seem drunk though, it’s an old woman god damn it, I wonder if she’s funny in the head, 

looks a little dopey dotty, the stupid old woman running up the charges on the cell phone I got 

her, Vernon!, Poppet! My Curly-headed Little Misfit, why are you so grumpy? You just don’t 

get it mother, woman scolding me!, stop this admonishing, be quiet, quiet yourself, clean up that 

mess you made. He gunned the powerful cruiser up on the left of the Accord and finally, by 

leaning on the horn, gesturing severely, and manipulating the siren’s cadence manually, got the 

attention of the Bluehair. Pointing vigorously and firmly at the breakdown shoulder while stiffly 
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maintaining his erect posture, he encouraged the old woman to pay attention, to slow down, to 

finally pull the Accord over and bring the vehicle to a halt. 

 

The State Trooper looked to The Man in The Grandmother suit in the rearview mirror like an 

automaton. He watched the carefully articulated and mechanical postures in the rear-view mirror, 

in the side mirror, and then again in the rearview mirror. Each action seemed awkwardly linked 

and deliberately cadenced; every move seemed an isolated act punctuated in between by a little 

hiccup, a minor, obscure but devastating hesitation.  

 

It seemed to The Man in the Grandmother Suit as if The State Trooper worked diligently and 

doggedly to string his activity together, as if he composed the minutiae of his being into 

something whole with strenuous volition. The man or machine seemed engineered. He or it 

seemed to have engineered himself or itself – the artificial expression of an artificial intelligence. 

It was a terrible cliché, this intuition that terrified The Man in The Grandmother Suit, but there it 

was, he couldn’t ignore it, The Beast, The Golem, The Monster – but no Master? I’m just overly 

excited, but Jesus, tall-straight-stiff-soulless, look at the sharp and perfect crease in his pants, the 

guy gives me the creeps, the way he put on that spotless brushed hat and tapped the brim, the 

series of obviously linear steps to exit the cruiser, as if numbered, right out of a handbook, I have 

yet to see one fluid natural motion or something inarticulate, should I try and sustain this 

Grandmother pretense?, might be safer, should I come clean immediately about the suit?, oh 

Jesus my license, how can I keep from revealing myself?  

 

Ultimately, it was the something synthetic about The State Trooper’s long, creased and 

spotlessly shaved face that persuaded him. It was the expression contrived into place, arranged 

exactly, the cues instantaneous and hidden but revealed, all balanced on a fulcrum like the wire-

rimmed glasses strictly leveled on the bridge of The State Trooper’s nose. It was the obvious 

lack of humanity that convinced The Man in The Grandmother Suit to try foolishly, against all 

odds, to perpetuate the Grandmother ruse. He thought it might be safer to be a flustered, fragile, 

and vulnerable old woman. He could pretend feeblemindedness, chatter in circles, feign the loss 

of his documents, and get off with a warning, perhaps even be escorted.  

 

The State Trooper saw, as he approached the vehicle, something antithetical to himself but 

something also intensely familiar: a sloppy, sagging old woman that reminded him instantly, 

immediately, awfully, of his recently dead, at the end demented, disorganized mother, smelling 

of cabbage, the filthy coffee stained skirt with the Mustang pattern, please will you for once 

change that skirt, mother. She became, as she aged, the ultimate challenge to his abilities to bring 

order into this chaotic life, to cope, where a thing, anything, could jump up in your way, invade 

your tiny apartment like a roach, push at him, push him to his very concentrated limit. She was 

the source of the constant mess; the reason his plans failed. He was glad now that she was dead. 

The State Trooper was not ashamed to acknowledge this openly, but, despite that, he would not 

ever speak about it out loud to another person. He never discussed any such personal matter with 

anyone; it was none of anyone’s business how he felt or what he thought, stop pestering me 

woman, will you finally quiet yourself mother, what happened to my son, I don’t recognize you 

Poppet, go away mother, I’m reading the paper. Reaching the left rear bumper of the idling 

vehicle, The State Trooper felt briefly overwhelmed by an immense wave of anger but buoyed 

himself up, settled everything back into place. It had been his responsibility to manage the 
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menace of that old woman in the home, as it was his responsibility now to manage the menace of 

this old woman on the road, a danger to travelers, highway anathema, the mother and 

grandmother of it all. 

 

The State Trooper set himself in regulation posture, off the left shoulder of the driver, in position 

to see into the front seat, but protected by the angle from any abrupt moves to pull a weapon. He 

was not surprised that the old woman appeared familiar to him.  He recognized her. Though, 

admittedly, the features were quite different, the person was not. Angry as he felt, The State 

Trooper stoically constrained himself, remained casual and coiled, ostensibly relaxed but 

internally wound, ready to spring into action. What he ultimately failed to contain, struggled 

against mightily was a rising sense of revulsion at the sight of her, a flooding up through him like 

a groundswell of hot, steaming water. He tried to look askance, skew his perspective so as not to 

become transfixed by the old woman’s heavily powdered face, which, it seemed to him, looked 

strangely without wrinkles, and the steely blue, clumsily coifed hair, wig, tilted in a funny way 

on the head, yes a wig, and the white whites of the eyes, not yellowing like his mother’s, her 

liver giving out, what is going on here? Something wasn’t the way it should be. What was wrong 

with what he saw? It was like looking through smeared glass, her hand prints on the windows 

and the like. He saw a distortion. Something didn’t fit. License and registration, Lady. He felt his 

anger and revulsion overwhelming him again. 

  

The Man in The Grandmother Suit fumbled, terrified, in the glove compartment for the 

registration, forgot his plan to deceive, to perpetuate the ruse, found the registration and dropped 

it on the floor. Impeded by the uncomfortable bulk of the suit, he had trouble picking the card 

back up, experienced a lack of requisite joints, felt rubbery and without bones, flailed at and then 

reached the card, sat up flushed and trembling. He struggled with the snap on the purse, dug out 

his license finally and then handed both cards to The State Trooper. Hollow eternity passed while 

The Man in The Grandmother Suit waited for The State Trooper to respond. Fury, palpable and 

terrible, seemed to permeate and fill the gulf between them. The State Trooper read the choice 

detail out loud with curt, crisp and simmering intonation: Charles, Wes, Bailey, Male, 48, blue 

eyes, brown hair, 5’6”, 145 lbs. He read out loud again, more slowly, annunciating and 

segregating each descriptor: Charles, Wes, Bailey, Male, 48, 145 lbs. He read again: Bailey, 48, 

Male. Lady, this is not an old woman’s license. Who are you? Officer, let me explain. What do 

you think you’re pulling? Who do you think you’re trying to fool? Pardon? My nieces actually, 

it’s innocent. Lady, get out of the car. 

 

The Man in The Grandmother Suit, perspiring profusely, felt adhered to the car seat. Stopped. 

Then, suddenly, he felt released back into the resurgent flow of events. He opened the door, put 

down his left foot, thank god, I wore my sneakers and not those ludicrous heels. Yes, of course, 

Officer, I’m getting out, let me explain, this seems peculiar I’m sure, I have nieces, and they are 

having a function today, I’m going, I’m the grandmother, it’s sort of a joke. The State Trooper 

stepped back as The Man in The Grandmother Suit stood up from the car smiling feebly. You 

wouldn’t shoot a lady would you? You think it’s funny, you think it’s funny, those sagging fake 

tits. Well no, no of course not, not the breasts specifically, the suit though, it’s an idea, playing 

around really, like a play, my nieces. Shut up, Lady. Stand over there. 
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The State Trooper searched The Man in The Grandmother Suit’s Accord Hybrid thoroughly, 

going through the pile of laundry on the back seat which included a pair of Grandmother 

bloomers and a bra, more jokes god damn it, sifting through the bike and climbing equipment, 

automotive supplies, maps, and bags of trash, what a slob, in the trunk. He took his time, 

satisfying himself, as The Man in The Grandmother Suit stood sweltering by the side of the 

highway in the getup. Clouds of yellow dust and pollution billowed up in front of The Man in 

The Grandmother Suit, as the cars and trucks hurtled by on the highway. Across and on the other 

side of the highway lanes, a dark, ragged grin of woodland shimmered and smirked in the heat. 

The State Trooper approached him. So, I ask you again, what’s so funny about that costume? 

You really think you’re funny? Well no, not to you, I understand, not really, it’s more of a family 

thing really. You’ve got a pretty sick family, if they like you to dress up as an old lady like that. 

No, I assure you it’s innocent, they’re little girls, I am their favorite Uncle, we laugh together. 

You should teach those children respect. They should honor their Grandmother instead of 

making fun. 

 

Standing there, with The State Trooper’s index finger pointed at the middle of his face, The Man 

in the Grandmother Suit felt overwhelmed by this sudden, intense and unexpected threat. How 

could this be? Where did this come from? The Man in the Grandmother Suit was shocked into 

speechlessness. He was completely stunned by his predicament, how did he end up on this road, 

in this position? So completely vulnerable to this man’s derisive whim? He was aghast at the 

way events could malevolently arranged themselves. How could he be so upset? The Man in the 

Grandmother Suit would not accept that The State Trooper sought some kind of perverse 

satisfaction out of this situation. Nor, could it possibly be all meanness. Could a person really be 

motivated by such hostility? The Man in The Grandmother suit looked intently at The State 

Trooper and experienced a sudden painful rush of sympathy for him. He was sure that if this 

stiffened man could observe, could hold a camera up to this day and then rewind and watch, he 

would breakdown. It would break him down. It had to. Surely, this man would see and could 

change. What a terrible way to live, bottled up with such inscrutable anger at something, at 

someone else.  

 

The Man in The Grandmother Suit was compelled to resolve the incongruity. He could somehow 

see an immense billowing cloud of pain and pollution building inside The State Trooper and 

yearned to act. He became sure that some small nurturing gesture might make the man 

understand that everyone was not against him, that he, The Man in the Grandmother Suit, had no 

intention of contributing to his suffering. Officer, I’m a good man, I didn’t mean anything by it, 

please accept my apologies, I’m a good person, please understand. He took a step toward The 

State Trooper, reaching to put a comforting hand on his shoulder and caught his foot in the hem 

of his frock, tripping forward and throwing his arms out for support. The State Trooper acted 

instantly, the action was by definition thoughtless, was a matter of training and motor memory. 

In a flash, in one fluid motion, he had stepped aside, reached for his baton, bringing it down 

rapidly against the back of The Man in The Grandmother Suit’s head. He followed with several 

additional incapacitating blows to the arms, legs and torso. The beating was brutal and excessive. 

 

The Two Brothers picked Charlie Baxter up at the hospital late that afternoon. The Man (who 

was now out of) the Grandmother Suit, Charlie Baxter, had been released without charge. The 

Two Brothers, his younger siblings, resembled each other more than either of them resembled 
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him, and, to Charlie, standing with them outside of the Emergency Room, they looked oppositely 

identical to him, two halves of a whole, exact opposites, probably the pain killers, and the blow 

to the head, concussion, I’m so tired, like a dream though, like in my dreams, they’re wearing the 

same dark suits, white shirts, red ties, blurry faces, dragged out of some mission critical meeting 

surely, they’re probably even a little pissed at me. Charlie often mixed up his two brothers’ 

names, especially in the middle of phone conferences, and now, mumbling for help, struggling to 

get the car door open, he called the older one Joseph instead of Gregory. He began to shiver 

uncontrollably, grabbed his shoulders in a hug, attempted to level out his physical instability. He 

was having trouble thinking straight. He grimaced as his mind spontaneously recycled the day’s 

events, inspiring a fresh rush of physical pain through his misused body. He felt battered, 

confused and old beyond his years. He needed someone’s care.  

 

Charles Baxter’s abuse at the hands of The State Trooper was unequivocally a personal outrage, 

the worst kind of affront to his humanity, but Charlie didn’t want to blame the man, felt strangely 

close to him now, just wanted to forget the whole thing ever happened. He wanted it to be 

forgotten. Fat chance. He knew the inexhaustible, inexorable, steamrolling retaliation had been 

launched. The Two Brothers intended to seek complete justice for him, a thoroughly ruthless 

revenge. They were rich, and they were practiced at securing damages. Gregory, no Joe, no 

Greg, turned to him with a familiar white-hot anger and burning determination in his eyes, 

Charles, Charlie, can you pay attention?  Look at you, you’re a mess, that Bastard, cops like that 

should be locked up for life. We’ve called Kahn. He’s not legal-criminal, but, the guy’s a 

machine, he’s a bulldog, he’s brought in Harris. They’ve both got the same merciless drive. 

Harris is legal-criminal; Kahn will handle the civil side. We’ll get that stupid cop, we’ll cut off 

his legs, tear him apart, take everything he owns, castrate him, poke out his eyes, win you a pile 

of money, you’ll be set for life. Charlie Baxter struggled against his facial injuries to speak, No, 

please, no more, no I don’t want to perpetuate. He rewound and replayed the beating in his mind. 

It was a new thing – having been beaten. It obsessed him. The pain had been, in some way, 

muted by his disbelief, had been ameliorated by the padding in the suit but was still remarkably 

severe. Despite the excruciating physical agony, he had been to some degree removed from the 

event, by the novelty, he supposed, by the sheer absurdity. Despite the damage inflicted on his 

physiognomy and the struggle it imposed on his every movement, he nurtured no desire now for 

their strict revenge. He had never been given a beating in his life nor had he ever given one back. 

The pain had been overwhelming in its grandeur and utter relevancy. Everything else that was 

supposed to matter had fallen away. He lived only as pain then, in and among the pain, born of 

and bearing it, everything else forgotten and lost. There’s no balance in such a thing, no eye-for-

an-eye. Beating a person, being beaten, sooner or later you’re going to forget what you’ve done 

and be punished for it. You won’t even know why you’re being punished. There is no sense in it. 

No, we won’t do anything.  

 

Fiercely clutching the Grandmother Suit that had been bagged in a black hefty trashcan liner, 

fitting the bundle firmly under his arm, Charlie Baxter eased himself, with a brother’s hand 

under his elbow, into the backseat of the car. Greg, Joe, not Joe, Greg, is Claire home? He felt an 

overwhelming desire, an intense rushing need, to sit with his eldest niece. He wanted to hear 

again about her aspirations, experience her expressions of enthusiasm for the life stretching out 

in front of her, admire the equipoise in such a young person. He understood intimately, with 

excruciating clarity, that he had a sacred duty; it was his most important calling to encourage and 
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support the thing that was so young and pure inside Claire. The Two Brothers were distracted, 

didn’t hear him, did not answer. Listen, please listen, you two, hey! I don’t want anything done, I 

know it, I must have been responsible. Could I have been responsible in some way? How else 

could it happen? How else can such a thing happen? I am responsible. Don’t do anything. Or, 

maybe it’s nobody’s fault. We’re going to leave it be.  Please listen, leave it alone. 
 


